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What Do You Do with your IPAD? Session























Get a My Dropbox account or an application to store documents
Apple sells a converter for a projector if you want to use the iPad for lecturing from the podium.
You can do remote desktop-JUMP is one application to do this, iTap RDT, Jump is better for
control.
CIRT has wifi only but there are 3G models where you buy a plan so you have wireless
capabilities or use the wifi model and buy the wireless app. Must have ATT, month by month,
and it is like $14/month
Current models range from $500-800. They are not discounting for educators.
Can use an external apple keyboard, around $40 bucks. Camera connecter is to connect your
camera and upload your photos.
Some apps are universal for both the iphone and ipad, you won’t have to buy it for both. Jump is
universal.
Mobile Learn is the application to access Bb. iPad version is very helpful as it seems more useful
and friendly than the Bb itself.
Organizing PDFs and using for it for research-do this by downloading My Dropbox.
Good Reader or iAnnotate will allow you to organize pdfs, highlight, write notes on it. You still
must email it to yourself if you want to store it on your laptop. Otherwise you can store it in this
application. You may also connect with existing hard drives that you have on your computer
instead of using these other applications.
Notetaker high def / skihigh (? Couldn’t find) / penultimate allows you to write notes and shrink
it to the size you want, email to yourself and store.
iWorks is the name of the suite that contains all of these items:
o Pages equal to word, numbers is excel, and keynote is powerpoint.
Turns on immediately (don’t have to wait for it to startup), lightweight, convenient
iworks applications have a feature that allows you to upload or email documents in a variety of
formats.
WebDav will allow you to upload to UNF drives- ITS is working out the bugs in this process and
will make directions available in the near future.
has the notes feature that allow you to upload the notes immediately to our servers
Flipbook is a free social networking tool for viewing FB, Twitter, Myspace ,etc that won’t distort
the images, etc.
Notes for To Do Lists are good to use with the TaskTask HD application. It sinks with Outlook
Exchange. If you flag emails it will sink with the TaskTask HD.
ITS and CIRT will write up instructions on how to do most of this.
How does the University pay for apps?
o You buy and can get reimbursed for it.
o ASK FIRST.
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Apple came out with a bulk license feature that you can call ITS and they will provide
you a key. Don’t have now but they are looking into it. It will depend on the demand.
Look for information on it thru CIRT and ITS
 Remote desktop
 Goodreader
 Parts of Iworks (pages, numbers, keynote)
DOWNSIDES:
o Certain areas where you are not going to get wireless (4th floor of the library for
example).
o Multitasking is certainly a problem. You can use tab browsing to help alleviate that
problem. (click on safari and see all the pages)
o Next version will actually address the problem of multitasking.
o Major drawback doesn’t’ have a port for external storage but you can use a dropbox
(external application).
 No USB port but has a doc adaptor that may be able to be hooked up/converted
to a usb port. Not certain this exists but the talk is that it is out there or going to
be out there.
o Can’t track changes, no statistical software apps.
o Can’t use a webcam for live conversation
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